If you can only see Home and Help menu items then your login ID is restricted and access has not been granted.
Please input your desired report parameters.

You can click on the magnifying glass to lookup a field.

Set ID(s): QUNIV - QUNIV
Fund:
Dept ID:
Acct:
Project:
Class:
Program:
Fiscal Period: Mar-2014

Report: Operating Statement

Click ENTER to view your summary report with the parameters selected.

If you prefer, you can also just leave all the input boxes blank and click the ENTER button. This will produce a report summarizing all of your accounts.

Notes: You can enter multiple values in any field by separating them with a comma. You can also enter a range in any field by separating the two values with a colon. You can also use the % character as a wildcard.
If you can only see Home and Help menu items then your login ID is restricted and access has not been granted.